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Summary of Findings 
 Facebook Inc. (FB) continues to enjoy its lead in the growing social 

media landscape, even as advertisers strategically allocate dollars 
to multiple industry players. 

 Social media advertising is viewed and increasingly used as 
complementary to traditional advertising. Facebook’s challenge will 
be in offering new features to attract advertisers without repelling 
its users. 

 Facebook Exchange (FBX) remains Facebook’s best ad feature, 
and most advertisers have continued to commit and add to FBX 
budgets because of the ROI. 

 Mobile advertising still is a very small percentage of advertisers’ 
budgets. The most successful mobile campaigns have been about 
customer loyalty and couponing. 

 Sources aware of Facebook’s relationship with Datalogix believe 
ads are better placed on search engine sites. Still, FBX gets more 
eyeballs, and its measurement for offline purchases benefits retail 
companies. 
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Research Question: 

Can Facebook’s mobile advertising growth continue, with inventory and ROI to match? 

Silo Summaries 
1) PRESIDENTS OF AND DIGITAL DIRECTORS FOR 
LARGE ADVERTISING FIRMS 
These three sources said their firms are spending 
more on social media advertising and that Facebook 
is the leader in this landscape. Ad dollar allocation to 
Facebook is increasing for larger companies that have 
deeper pockets, while smaller companies are a bit 
more skeptical and prefer to utilize Facebook’s News 
Feed and targeted ads. Facebook is a great tool for 
branding, but its ability to monetize and generate 
returns remains mixed compared with other platforms 
such as search and ad exchanges. CPC (cost per click) 
rates continue to increase. 
 
2) MEDIA BUYERS AND PLANNERS AT SMALL AND 
MIDSIZE DIGITAL FIRMS 
These eight sources said Facebook is good a driving 
content (both desktop and mobile) and is great for 
branding, but that their own firms allocate more 
resources to content creation than to paid advertising 
on Facebook. Great content gets better results from 
amplification on Facebook and other social media 
sites, but most advertiser dollars are spent creating 
the content. Mobile advertising still is being tested, ad 
unit inventory is excessive, and Facebook’s News 
Feed has been more effective than traditional ad 
campaigns. 
 
3) INDUSTRY EXECUTIVES 
These four sources said Facebook Exchange is driving 
ROI and is expected to continue to be popular despite 
the increase in CPC rates. However, mobile remains a 
work in progress for both Facebook and the 
advertising industry. Facebook is expected to roll out 
its video advertising units this fall; one source believes 
this is an area to watch. 
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Advertising Update: Facebook Inc. 

Background 
Blueshift’s Jan. 22 advertising report found the mobile sector to be a small portion of total ad spending. Facebook was 
gaining dollars from its size and source base, but large advertisers’ enthusiasm for the social media site was slightly more 
muted toward the end of 2012. Sources for Blueshift’s Oct. 2, 2012, report said Facebook’s marketing platform would do well 
in the short term because of its appeal to large agencies. Small to midsize digital ad agencies were more tepid on Facebook’s 
effectiveness and ROI compared with other ad channels. 
 
 
CURRENT RESEARCH 
In this next study, Blueshift assessed advertising trends, including with Facebook and its FBX, as well as click-through rates 
and ROI on Facebook’s mobile platform and News Feed. We employed our pattern mining approach to establish four 
independent silos, comprising 15 primary sources (including six repeat sources) and three relevant secondary sources 
focused on Facebook advertising trends: 

1) Presidents of and digital directors for large advertising firms (3) 
2) Media buyers and planners at small and midsize digital firms (8) 
3) Industry executives (4) 
4) Secondary sources (3) 

 
 

Next Steps 
As social media continues to command a portion of advertisers’ dollars, Blueshift will monitor ad spending on Facebook as 
the leader in this space. 
 
 

Silos 
1) PRESIDENTS OF AND DIGITAL DIRECTORS FOR LARGE ADVERTISING FIRMS 
These three sources said their firms are spending more on social media advertising and that Facebook is the leader in this 
landscape. Ad dollar allocation to Facebook is increasing for larger companies that have deeper pockets, while smaller 
companies are a bit more skeptical and prefer to utilize Facebook’s News Feed and targeted ads. Facebook is a great tool for 
branding, but its ability to monetize and generate returns remains mixed compared with other platforms such as search and 
ad exchanges. CPC (cost per click) rates continue to increase. 
 
 Media buyer/planner and director for a top-five global advertising firm worldwide 

Facebook will continue to reap more ad dollars because mobile users will 
outpace desktop users by 2015. The source significantly increased ad dollars to 
Facebook this summer for a large campaign. However, this campaign will be 
“event-driven”; returns from Facebook’s News Feed and Sponsored Stories are 
not significant. Also, FBX remains inferior to Google Inc.’s (GOOG) AdWords and 
Google Apps Marketplace because it lacks the proper analytics tools to track 
ROI. 

 “Companies will definitely be pouring more ad dollars into mobile over 
the next several years. It’s all about contextual posts and seeing what 
users are doing on their phone. People are becoming much more 
dependent on their phones, so the overall opportunity is tremendous. 
This is an industry rise and not purely Facebook specific.” 

 “On the mobile side, gaming and retail companies are increasing their 
budgets. My Fortune 500 automotive client is increasing their budgets 
to gain more exposure there.” 

Companies will definitely be 
pouring more ad dollars into 
mobile over the next several 
years. People are becoming 
much more dependent on their 
phones, so the overall 
opportunity is tremendous. This 
is an industry rise and not 
purely Facebook specific. 

Media Buyer/Planner & Director  
Top-five Global Advertising Firm 
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Advertising Update: Facebook Inc. 

 “There is a big push for content on mobile right now across the board, but it’s not very strategic. It seems people 
are throwing money on the problem and seeing what sticks.” 

 “To be effective, you need to have a very strong brand strategy on Facebook. The key is not just trying to get 
reach, frequency, impression or CPC per se, but working on building a brand that appeals to a mass audience. I 
don’t think a lot of brands are doing that very well. They think that by casting a very wide net, they will get more 
eyeballs and report on reach, which is what Facebook uses as metrics. This does not lead to transactions or any 
type of conversions.” 

 “Facebook needs to improve on the fractured experience of building traffic around a brand and being able to 
take that traffic back to a more specific landing site that would lead to monetization.” 

 “We have increased our ad dollars to Facebook significantly this summer for a very large campaign. However, it 
is event-driven, and we are spending a lot of money on Sponsored Stories.” 

 “For my automotive client, CPC rates have been more consistent. However, CPM [cost per mille] is a little higher, 
and CTR [click-through rate] isn’t as impressive.” 

 “Because people typically do not buy cars online, it’s more about getting your audience to do research, which is 
a different conversion point, and we do that on News Feed and Sponsored posts. We are making a huge push 
for that.” 

 “Although we don’t see such a great return from News Feed and 
Sponsored Stories, it is great if measured by brand recognition and 
branding, and that is what is relevant to us. Other than that, people 
tend to ignore it for the most part. I don’t see a lot of transition beyond 
eyeballs. People aren’t clicking it, and there isn’t much action to take 
on those posts so the return isn’t that high.” 

 “Regarding Datalogix, managing offline purchases to online is great for 
retail companies. On the automotive side, not so much. However, this 
does allow for a change in metrics and segmenting audiences. A lot of 
companies don’t know how to segment audiences based on data, read 
the data, or understand which data is significant. Often times there are 
two sets of data and a lot of disparity over which is more accurate. This 
is a good measure that is more in line with direct targeting.” 

 “ROI is still very hard to figure out and hasn’t been perfected and not 
being invested in wisely yet. Google AdWords and Google Marketplace 
derive more tangible results on those platforms as opposed to 
Facebook.” 

 “On Facebook’s Exchange, this helps facilitate clicks, but it dead-ends from there. Unless there’s content or 
something tangible these users can use that will lead into a transaction, I don’t see this garnering much 
revenue. It’s good for brand recognition if there is a campaign going on. But the momentum after the campaigns 
are poor, so a lot of companies need to know how to keep things viral. That is a huge black hole for companies 
right now, know what content is feeding the engine, and what types of content to feed it best at what time 
throughout the day.” 

 “Google has all the tools and software, and Facebook doesn’t have proprietary analytics software. But I’m seeing 
less of an understanding and push toward Google because it isn’t as user-friendly as Facebook. 

 “People say that reach drives revenue and that campaigns optimized for reach has a 40% higher ROI, but that 
doesn’t involve organic and paid traffic. Impressions and clicks are not as important as direct targeting.” 

 
 Group media director for top-15 digital agency; repeat source 

Social is a viable component of all media plans, but does not place Facebook at the center or in the lead of that 
landscape. Spending tends to be social-agnostic, with each campaign differing wildly in money placement. 

 “We are increasing our spending on social media [by the low double digits year to year].” 
 “Social media is more than just Facebook; we use [Yahoo! Inc.’s/YHOO] Tumblr for younger audiences and 

[Facebook’s] Instagram.” 
 “Facebook is not the bulk of what we do in social.” 
 “We use Facebook for fan acquisition, but it really depends on what we are trying to do.” 
 “Twitter [Inc.] continues to gain a lot of momentum.” 
 “Pinterest [Inc.] we kind of use.” 

To be effective, you need to 
have a very strong brand 
strategy on Facebook. The key 
is not just trying to get reach, 
frequency, impression or CPC 
per se, but working on building 
a brand that appeals to a mass 
audience. I don’t think a lot of 
brands are doing that very well. 

Media Buyer/Planner & Director  
Top-five Global Advertising Firm 
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Advertising Update: Facebook Inc. 

 ”We have a few clients that need a lot of PR, so we tap Facebook. We have some categories that are a little 
more advanced with measurement.” 

 “There is a lot of work that needs to be done on measurement.” 
 

 Director of innovation and strategy for a top-five digital agency; repeat source 
Spending on social media is up year to year. Facebook continues to be a place for savvy marketers but not necessarily a 
great place to advertise. Customers can engage in a conversation on Facebook 
and other social platforms but do not have to pay for most of the engagement. 

 “Budgets are up for Facebook and other social media as a small 
percentage of overall growing digital budgets.” 

 “The real beneficiaries of second-screen viewing and TV multitasking 
are Facebook and Twitter.” 

 “We still maintain that Facebook has the strength because it has the 
first-person data in it and that is their real strength if they ever want to 
use it.” 

 “LinkedIn [Corp./LNKD] does better with the B2B clients than B2C.” 
 “Tumblr, to be honest with you, is just Geocities all over again. I don’t 

see the benefit to it in the long term. Maybe Yahoo can turn it into something, but it’s the equivalent of Us 
Weekly. It’s a distraction, not a value add to the brand unless you are that type of brand.” 

 “Instagram is very important. The way we communicate changed when we put a camera on every phone, and 
brands can get it right with this platform because the younger crowd is not enamored with Facebook.” 

 “Twitter as marketing tool is phenomenal, but there’s really not much 
reason to pay to be on it. I’m not sure I’m sold on promoted Tweets. 
Everything that is innovative is through a dedicated hashtag that you 
don’t have to pay a dime for.” 

 “With all social media it’s the 80/20 rule: 20% of the users are 
generating 80% of the content. If you as an advertiser are after that 
target, then it’s a great place to launch and get noticed as part of your 
amplification. But it’s a marketing not an advertising tool.” 

 “One-to-one brand conversation works well on Facebook particularly 
when a brand can pick a day to own it.” 

 
 
2) MEDIA BUYERS AND PLANNERS AT SMALL AND MIDSIZE DIGITAL FIRMS 
These eight sources said Facebook is good a driving content (both desktop and mobile) and is great for branding, but that 
their own firms allocate more resources to content creation than to paid advertising on Facebook. Great content gets better 
results from amplification on Facebook and other social media sites, but most advertiser dollars are spent creating the 
content. Mobile advertising still is being tested, ad unit inventory is excessive, and Facebook’s News Feed has been more 
effective than traditional ad campaigns. 
 
 Executive director at a midsize digital ad company 

A major population shift into mobile ads will occur in the foreseeable future. 
Google will surpass Facebook in the mobile ad space and become the dominant 
player because of Android’s global popularity. The current overflow of inventory 
has driven prices down, but over time mobile ads will produce higher ROIs over 
online ads because of the potential for valuable and effective targeting. 

 “I am starting to see mobile ads being prioritized for some of our 
clients. It’s a direct population shift as more people are now using their 
smartphones.” 

 “Mobile should have a high ROI, but right now the dynamic is that there 
is too much inventory and it’s very cheap to place ads. Over time 
mobile ads will produce higher ROIs because there is a much more 
effective way for our clients to interact with their customers.” 

The real beneficiaries of 
second-screen viewing and TV 
multitasking are Facebook and 
Twitter. 

Director of Innovation & Strategy  
Top-five Digital Agency 

Mobile should have a high ROI, 
but right now the dynamic is 
that there is too much 
inventory and it’s very cheap to 
place ads. Over time mobile 
ads will produce higher ROIs 
because there is a much more 
effective way for our clients to 
interact with their customers. 

Executive Director  
Midsize Digital Ad Company 

Budgets are up for Facebook 
and other social media as a 
small percentage of overall 
growing digital budgets. 

Director of Innovation & Strategy  
Top-five Digital Agency 
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Advertising Update: Facebook Inc. 

 “I’m not a fan of Facebook advertising because 98% of people who visit the site are looking to socialize and not 
be bombarded with ads.” 

 “Facebook may be an efficient platform for companies like Netflix because it offers more for subscription-based 
business with recurring customers.” 

 “I generally find Facebook ads to be overpriced. The upfront investments involved in placing ad on Facebook is 
too high.” 

 “There’s a lot of credit given to Facebook because they had the ability to target people through specific 
demographics. However, both Yahoo and Google now have the ability to 
gather background data on their audience, understand their users and 
drive direct-targeted campaigns as well.” 

 “Facebook Exchange is taking the network model, allowing other web 
pages to publish ads and compete for bids. This allows Facebook to 
expand their reach and go after Yahoo and Google. I still feel that 
search engines are better channels for ad bidding, but content and 
education sites serve more of a purpose being placed on FBX.” 

 “Search engine sites are more effective in terms of ad placements. FBX 
will get you clicks, but they are worth a lot less money.” 

 “CPC is higher on Facebook and lower than the bids on Yahoo and 
Google. In general, you are paying for more eyeballs, but overall FBX will 
get a lot fewer clicks.” 

 “I believe generally ROI must be negative on Facebook and companies are making profits in the back end, 
maybe through new traffic, or it is a pure branding play.” 

 “I don’t see News Feed as having any major impact or effectiveness.” 
 “Google is still going to be the dominating player in the long run in the mobile ad space. The U.S. has been one 

of the last adopters of mobile ads. You can see even in Asia, no one is buying the iPhone because it’s too 
expensive. People love the Android, so it makes sense that Google will eventually lead in this space.” 

 
 Social media expert for a New York-based digital media agency 

This source has seen a gradual tapering off of organic traffic on Facebook because of the popularity of other social media 
sites such as Instagram, Tumblr and LinkedIn. Facebook’s News Feed and free social page may derive more value than 
its paid ads because of traffic and content. Mobile is “very fragmented,” resulting in lackluster demand. Although mobile 
consumption appears high, with such fragmentation and sizeable inventory, many companies have difficulty in 
quantifying how much of their ad dollars should be allocated to the sector. 

 “Our clients comprise media and media technology companies that are 
looking for us to help optimize their audience experience and improve 
their metrics.” 

 “I have been pulling my ad dollars away from Facebook. I see more 
value in putting the money into the social media manager who’s 
focusing on News Feed/Sponsored Stories.” 

 “I’ve seen organic traffic from Facebook start to level off a bit now. I’m 
not sure if it’s because the coolness factor has worn off or because of 
the popularity of Instagram, Tumblr and LinkedIn.” 

 “Facebook is great at ingesting or incorporating the state-of-the-art 
technologies that seem to be out there and popular. For instance, ad 
exchanges and contextual advertising became popular, and Google’s 
AdWords emerged so Facebook replicated that and then introduced 
their FBX. Now I am starting to see more demand for retargeting, and 
Facebook has introduced their own retargeting strategy, which effectively brings down the CPM. This tends to be 
their model: act as the observer, watch what works and produce their own version of it.” 

 “The free Facebook media can often times be more effective than the paid ads. When I have experimental 
budgets, I spend more time optimizing on the page than on the paid ads.” 

 “As I am selling ads and facilitating on the publisher side, my experience is that I have not sold a lot of mobile 
ads. Mobile is very fragmented, and there isn’t an easy way to do it because there is a sizeable inventory. I see a 
lot of traffic but not a lot of demand from advertisers to do it.” 

CPC is higher on Facebook and 
lower than the bids on Yahoo 
and Google. In general, you are 
paying for more eyeballs, but 
overall FBX will get a lot fewer 
clicks. 

Executive Director  
Midsize Digital Ad Company 

I’ve seen organic traffic from 
Facebook start to level off a bit 
now. I’m not sure if it’s because 
the coolness factor has worn 
off or because of the popularity 
of Instagram, Tumblr and 
LinkedIn. 

Social Media Expert  
Digital Media Agency, New York 
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Advertising Update: Facebook Inc. 

 “Companies that want impressions aren’t saying they want 20% of their budgets in mobile. It’s just not that easy 
to target mobile and right now the publishers don’t see the sense in spending a fortune in building an app.” 

 “There’s a lot of chatter, but for my media clients and on the traditional sense [meaning content that has been 
produced and consumed], I haven’t seen traction in demand on my side even though I’ve seen from the 
analytics as much as 20% consumption to in some cases 50% happening on mobile devices.” 

 “I expect to see more traffic coming from mobile with my clients, but right now buyers are expressing their 
frustrations to me that ‘if I wanted to reach people in mobile, I don’t know how to do it.’” 

 
 President of creative strategy for a small to midsize advertising agency 

This source is gearing up for a major fall campaign with Facebook, citing “the largest budget we’ve ever done with 
Facebook alone.” The primary objective will be to drive content among several other supporting social media outlets, 
including Instagram and Pinterest. CPC rates are expected to rise but can be viewed as cannibalistic with regard to 
search campaigns. Excitement is building on the mobile side: Budgets are slightly less than 20% for a third-quarter trial 
run, but are expected to grow going into the fourth quarter. 

 “Although we haven’t done anything with our clients on Facebook in the 
past two to three quarters, we are now planning sizeable budgets into 
Facebook.” 

 “We’re gearing up for our big Facebook campaign in the fall. On the 
mobile side for this major client, we see that dollar allocation to mobile 
is shy of 20%. We’re pretty excited about it, and we’re considering this 
as a functioning test for this upcoming campaign. We’re optimistic 
about it and believe it will deliver; by the fourth quarter we should 
expect that to increase above 20%.” 

 “We are currently mocking up the creative for a large campaign with 
Facebook. It’s probably the largest budget we’ve ever done with 
Facebook alone.” 

 “For this campaign, we’re really focusing in driving content on 
Facebook, Instagram and Pinterest, but from a paid promotion 
perspective, we’re really putting aside a larger budget on Facebook.” 

 “Our focus recently have been on lifestyle good and hospitality, but our 
big upcoming project will be in the laundry space.” 

 “As we continue to push content efforts, we’re expanding our budget to 
take advantage of new opportunities, but we also have to keep in mind 
the budget for sustaining momentum of the audience we’ve already 
built.” 

 “For CPC rates, I imagine they’re going up, but we’re not really seeing any dramatic competition on that 
platform.” 

 “There are definitely some things where we’re pulling back our search campaigns because the CPC rates are 
just getting so cannibalistic.” 

 “I like the integration in the mobile advertising piece. We just see it now dominated by in-mobile ads, so we’re 
seeing a lot of technology applications.” 

 
 Founder and principal for a corporate consultancy firm advising in digital advertising, branding and online sales 

This source is considering spending most of client ad dollars in Facebook because social media generates more 
authentic brand loyalty and organic interest. Google’s AdWords still appears to be fairly superior to Facebook’s custom 
audiences in ROI measurements, but a dominant player has yet to emerge in the space. Ads through Facebook’s desktop 
News Feed had lower CPC rates but higher ROI than standard ad campaigns. Facebook’s mobile CPC rates will continue 
to rise, especially once its analytics catches up to Google. Overall mobile CPC rates will increase as overall industry 
adoption rates of mobile advertising grow. 

 “First-hand endorsement is very meaningful to us, and we feel it lends more credibility with new consumers if 
they know someone they trust that recommends our products.” 

 “Facebook is the leading platform where user ‘likes’ and influence can help raise brand awareness. We just 
need to constantly push to turn the awareness into a sale.” 

 “Facebook Exchange ads are pricier but seem to offer better value.” 

We’re gearing up for our big 
Facebook campaign in the fall. 
On the mobile side for this 
major client, we see that dollar 
allocation to mobile is shy of 
20%. We’re pretty excited 
about it, and we’re considering 
this as a functioning test for 
this upcoming campaign. We’re 
optimistic about it and believe 
it will deliver; by the fourth 
quarter we should expect that 
to increase above 20%. 

President of Creative Strategy  
Small to Midsize Advertising Agency 
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Advertising Update: Facebook Inc. 

 “We are walking a fine line between Facebook and Google and a few other networks that we hope balance out 
our reach. Down the line hopefully one of these existing companies will offer the full package we need, or 
perhaps someone we have yet to hear of will figure it all out and offer a dominant one stop.” 

 “Regarding custom audiences, I don’t feel Facebook has locked this down yet. There seems to be much room for 
improvement before they can compete with Google since Google gives you a much more reliable and 
quantifiable data source. That said, the social connectivity aspect of Facebook still feels more authentic when 
users organically like or promote brands within their network. This is their core strength.” 

 “Clicks are important, brand recognition is important, but most of all awareness that results in sales is what 
we’re looking for.” 

 “Facebook ads ran through the desktop News Feed were about 45% to 50% lower CPC and almost 200% higher 
ROI, with around 16 to 18 times higher CTR.” 

 “Regarding Facebook’s mobile, I think this is a growth market especially when Facebook’s analytics catches up 
to Google. The better data they can provide, the stronger the ROI will be.” 

 “I believe [mobile] CPC rates will continue to go up because we are finally just hitting full stride with 
smartphones and tablets taking over the marketplace. This is the age where we are close to 300 million 
smartphones and over 50 million tablets in the U.S. alone.” 

 “We are fairly certain [mobile] CPC rates will continue to rise, but that does not concern us as long as we are 
provided the opportunity to reach our core consumers. For us and many other companies, we are actually 
looking to spend the majority of our dollars with Facebook as opposed to other competitors. We feel there is the 
most potential there.” 

 
 Social media director for a midsize retail company 

Facebook’s CPC rates have been “too high.” The source’s company has begun to reallocate Facebook ad dollars to more 
specialized platforms. This source also is considering FBX because retargeting ads on Facebook has proven to be 
ineffective, and will continue using News Feed to promote brands and build credibility in the social media space. 

 “We stopped doing CPC ads on Facebook in the past few months due to high CPC costs [$2.50 per click]. We 
briefly shifted toward retargeting ads on Facebook through AdRoll, but that has not been successful either. We 
were spending about $1,000 per month on retargeting. The CPC for that was around $5.” 

 “The click-through rate was low for the ads we’re placing. We were 
getting a lot of impressions, people were seeing it, but the click-through 
rates were pretty low.” 

 “We do a lot of advertising on Houzz [Inc.] in comparison to what we do 
on Facebook. It is more specialized and, therefore, more effective.” 

 “Much of our Facebook ad spend has gone toward Houzz. We spend 
$2,500 a month through Houzz’s CPC program at 65¢ per click. We 
average around $9,000 per month in orders from Houzz; therefore, our 
ROI with Houzz is around 260% compared to Facebook, which I would 
estimate is around -20%. However, I do believe we will continue to 
spend money through Sponsored Stories.” 

 “We only spend around $100 a month promoting our original content 
from our blog on Facebook. I like displaying our original content 
because I believe it’s a productive way to get our brand out there while 
giving our brand credibility.” 

 “With traditional ads, we saw very low click-through rates, and it is hard 
to track how many of those impressions actually went to the site. I 
heard that about 80% of people who converted after seeing a 
Facebook ad never clicked on the actual ad, making it hard to measure 
how effective that is.” 

 “For big brands like Coca-Cola and Home Depot, Facebook is a good way for them to introduce new products. 
We’re not really a huge brand, so it’s difficult for us to advertise on Facebook.” 

 “I am still not entirely done with Facebook. I am currently talking with AdRoll on the possibility of utilizing 
Facebook Exchange. I am, however, not going back to retargeting through Facebook or the sidebar ads.” 

 “The problem I have with mobile ads is that people think it’s very intrusive. We’re not ready to embrace that yet.” 

We stopped doing CPC ads on 
Facebook in the past few 
months due to high CPC costs 
[$2.50 per click]. We briefly 
shifted toward retargeting ads 
on Facebook through AdRoll, 
but that has not been 
successful either. We were 
spending about $1,000 per 
month on retargeting. The CPC 
for that was around $5. 

Social Media Director  
Midsize Retail Company 
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Advertising Update: Facebook Inc. 

 “We do business across the U.S., but our site isn’t geared toward mobile yet. For home fixtures, it takes our 
customer awhile to convert to mobile, but we will consider that a little more later down the road.” 

 
 Partner of a digital media agency dedicated to social marketing; repeat source 

Facebook has become the default for brand advertisers in the social arena and has delivered good results, especially in 
terms of loyalty and advocacy for marketers. 

 “Our budgets are up as we continue to invest in digital, but it is getting pricier.” 
 “We are looking at loyalty and advocacy … and converting ‘likes’ to rewards inside loyalty plans.” 
 “Facebook is still the 800-pound gorilla; 80% of the attention is at the marketer level, brand dependent.” 
 “Facebook has the strongest promos in Sponsored Stories and ad products because it is a controlled space for 

brands.” 
 “Brands CMOs are still investing the largest amount of their budgets in Facebook.” 
 “The Facebook platform is still where the CMO’s mind is, but next up are Twitter and [Google’s] YouTube.” 
 “There’s a big push for YouTube because it is video by nature.” 
 “Twitter is more about conversation, but it requires a lot more work.” 
 “Tumblr appeals to a younger crowd. … And Twitter has its place.” 
 “We’re pushing out coupons and promos on Facebook, and it is a good promotional driver that is built into the 

Facebook community. Twitter less so and YouTube even less.” 
 “We are doing more experimentation with Tumblr and Instagram and also less-expensive ad units, but more 

optimizing, on Facebook with dayparts and contests.” 
 “Twitter is making pretty big strides, especially taking the Twitter ‘Firehose’ [API] and putting it into agencies. It 

was a huge milestone that WPP did too.” 
 

 President of a midsize digital and social media agency; repeat source 
Facebook continues to dominate the social landscape, and spending on Facebook is up in the low double digits. 

 “Spending is growing on Facebook; budgets are up 20% year to year.” 
 “I’ve seen examples of big, national realtors using Instagram in their flier, running hot pieces on sales and then 

posting it to Facebook with ‘five things you need to know about cleaning your shoes in summer.’ The context and 
creativity gets results.” 

 “Social and mobile give a much larger canvas.” 
 “Facebook ads work great if you spend time to optimize them, especially since everyone is doing them so 

poorly.” 
 “We don’t spend a lot on Twitter, not paid placement; we do use it, however, with a strategy and content.” 

 
 VP of marketing for a midsize digital agency; repeat source 

The agency spends almost half of its digital budget on social media and sees pushing content across Facebook’s page as 
very effective. As with most midsize agencies, resources are deployed largely toward content and then pushed out across 
social sites. Facebook is considered the most effective of these channels. 

 “Spending is up 30% to 40%.” 
 “Social is an amazing engagement channel with companies that use it more for outreach and sharing content 

rather than a one-way conversation.” 
 “Our social media investment is based on meaningful content.” 
 “Sponsored Stories work well for brands that are very consumer-oriented.” 
 “LinkedIn has B2B, as in the potential for a partner or supplier to connect with a vendor. You don’t have this 

relationships on Facebook.” 
 “You can get a lead on Twitter or LinkedIn, but you are not going to get them on Facebook.” 
 “I’m a little disappointed in LinkedIn because of their inability to deal with spam. I’m a big fan of LinkedIn and 

started working with them early on. We still use groups at lot, but there is not a lot of options as a group you 
have to review every single post, especially if you started getting a lot of people wanting to connect for the wrong 
reason. This diminishes the quality of the experience.” 

 “It is LinkedIn’s responsibility to build a quality connection.” 
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3) INDUSTRY EXECUTIVES 
These four sources said Facebook Exchange is driving ROI and is expected to continue to be popular despite the increase in 
CPC rates. However, mobile remains a work in progress for both Facebook and the advertising industry. Facebook is expected 
to roll out its video advertising units this fall; one source believes this is an area to watch. 
 
 Director of regional digital sales for a top-five media company; repeat source 

Although Facebook and Twitter dominate the social landscape, video will drive advertising in the near term. Facebook is 
entering this area this fall, which will bear watching. 

 “There is not a lot to sell on social networks. Twitter is perhaps the most 
successful.” 

 “Facebook is trying to sell products, and it might with hashtags.” 
 “A lot of people talk about Twitter and Facebook. I see Twitter as the 

live feed and Facebook as the DVRed version, but that’s a great 
oversimplification.” 

 “Facebook is trying to be more real-time with hashtags. If you have a 
tweet with hashtags, it would be universal across Facebook. Before, 
some content was meaningless but now it’s searchable.” 

 “You can do feeds on Facebook created for different events and follow 
the hashtags. They are showing up as blue and clickable.” 

 “The video space has been highly competitive, not just with the big guys 
like the broadcast networks but also with Google and YouTube. 
Facebook is trying to get into video. They are not launching until 
October, but they already have viable competition from Yahoo, AOL 
[Inc./AOL] and [Microsoft Corp.’s/MSFT] MSN.” 

 
 Product manager/digital marketing executive focused on lead generation 

CPC rates have been increasing because of inventories made available through FBX. This increase is expected to be 
sustainable as retargeting continues in expanding its reach, which will attribute to higher ROIs. For Facebook’s News 
Feed, CTR has been significantly higher while CPC is lower because of response rates. Mobile spending remains quite low 
because of the sector’s infancy and current ROI. Mobile CPC rates are expected to drop significantly as advertising grows. 

 “We’ve noticed CPC rates have been increasing recently, which is being driven by inventories made available 
through FBX and through retargeting. Retargeting is one of the most valuable activities that you can do.” 

 “One of the nice things about retargeting is that is has extremely high ROI, but the drawbacks is that limited in 
scale in what you can reach because you’re retargeting the people that have just been to your website.” 

 “As FBX continues to expand its reach and its percentage of overall sales, it will contribute to the continued 
increase in CPC for the normal right-hand-column side ads.” 

 “For News Feed, CTR has been significantly higher. As a result, because it’s more up and in your face, you’re 
able to run an image 400 x 400 to go along with it. CTR there is higher and CPC is pretty low because of 
response rates.” 

 “My companies are allocating approximately 5% to 10% of their spend and, if you’re lucky, 20% to 30% on FBX.” 
 “Facebook is expecting FBX spend to be $400 million to $420 million out of the $6 billion in overall revenues, 

translating to about 7%.” 
 “Within FBX itself, I think bidding is pretty much in line with other ad auctions. I don’t think there is any intrinsic 

difference.” 
 “In terms of News Feed, Facebook is still opening up their inventory. Over time this will supersede the dollar 

amount that is generated on the right-hand-column side. In terms of the dollar allocation for direct response, the 
percentage of mobile spend is significantly lower because mobile is still so nascent.” 

 “CTC [click to call] is very popular for mobile. CTC is significantly lower, so you’re paying 5¢ to click, versus on 
Facebook which is artificially propping up their CPC rates because they clump it together with desktops. But ad 
buyers are able to support that because they’re more flexible with their branding budgets.” 

 “In terms of ROI, it’s significantly lower in the mobile world so I forecast CPC rates at some point to drop 
significantly as more traffic migrates onto mobile.” 

The video space has been 
highly competitive, not just with 
the big guys like the broadcast 
networks but also with Google 
and YouTube. Facebook is 
trying to get into video. They 
are not launching until October, 
but they already have viable 
competition from Yahoo, AOL 
and MSN. 

Director of Regional Digital Sales  
Top-five Media Company 
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 “The only people spending big bucks on mobile today are the branding dollars. Three years ago 90% of 
Facebook revenues were from branding dollars, and that’s shifted now. This year on desktop it’s more like 
65/35 in branding dollars versus direct response spending.” 

 “Strength of the click-through rates for mobile is extremely high right now. People are just starting to see the 
ads, and they’re clicking by accident or because of the novelty. The CTR on mobile is a magnitude larger. 
Desktop CTR is 0.05%, and mobile is between 0.5% to 1.5%.” 

 “At some point the mobile dollars will dry up; most of spending is high now because it’s so new.” 
 “The relationship with Datalogix is convincing people to look at offline purchases because it’s free. This goes 

after consumers that have a propensity to buy.” 
 
 Social media strategy director for a small global retail chain 

Facebook provides great visibility for brand building, driving a company’s content through engagement of its audience 
and potential customers. Facebook’s Sponsored Stories and News Feed appear to be more effective than the average ad 
campaign; the best returns were 10% based on modest budgets to promote a specific post. This firm’s ad dollars have 
not yet been allocated to mobile, but the source believes operating on that platform eventually will become imperative. 

 “We used Facebook to drive content and garner an audience for our branding. It’s for visibility and engaging our 
customers, fan base, and to create an ecosystem within our digital reach.” 

 “Facebook’s Sponsored Stories produce slightly better returns, actions and page likes, compared against 
standard sidebar ads. But the differences are negligible.” 

 “Sponsored Stories do well, but there’s a 3% to 8% disparity in CTR 
activity compared against promoted posts.” 

 “We spent $50 on a campaign to promote a specific post, and spent 
double on a regular ad to run during that same period. The promoted 
post nearly tripled the Sponsored Stories on a smaller budget.” 

 “The percentages hold true with News Feed advertising. Our CTRs 
routinely average 4% to 7% more when promoting posts rather than 
creating general ads for awareness.” 

 “Our click-through rates vary, but the best returns we’ve received was 
10% on a modest budget to promote a specific post.” 

 “The CPC is at its best when we spend to promote specific posts.” 
 “The average click-through rate is 2.278%, and we’re at 10¢ for our 

CPC.” 
 “Mobile is currently not applicable for our business, but we’re considering it and looking at it for later depending 

on how much more develop and quantifiable the results are. But the News Feed CTR is, at its best, to promote 
specific posts.” 

 “Mobile is too risky for a business like ours, and we’re not looking to allocate our budget there yet. We can target 
locally in the areas we operate. Until more data comes out to support returns, [mobile advertising is] just not in 
our best interest. But we do recognize that later on down the road it will be imperative to advertise on that 
platform.” 

 
 Founder and president of a media and technology-focused investment fund 

Facebook’s core strength is in its ability to segment audiences and target specific groups, which other competitors have 
unsuccessfully tried to replicate. Google’s AdSense is more efficient than FBX and has been a good benchmark to ad 
pricing. CPC for mobile will be on the upswing because of greater ad revenue. The mobile ad industry is still the “wild 
west,” but progress to better monetization will be made within the next two to three quarters. 

 “Facebook is good in that it can create custom audiences based on personal profiles. They have the luxury to go 
after a certain demographic. The key is to figure out the value for them to target people by their age group, race, 
geography and interest. The people behind Facebook are moving a step beyond because you can target people 
who listen to R&B, soccer moms, etc., and you simply can’t do that everywhere else.” 

 “I haven’t really been a fan of Facebook advertising, so I haven’t placed ads with them in about two to three 
quarters. I am more partial to Google. They have been efficient, and what you pay for is what you get.” 

 “Google is a good industry benchmark, and I use this to drive traffic to our companies. From what I hear, 
Google’s AdSense is more efficient that FBX.” 

Until more data comes out to 
support returns, [mobile 
advertising is] just not in our 
best interest. But we do 
recognize that later on down 
the road it will be imperative to 
advertise on that platform. 

Social Media Strategy Director  
Small Global Retail Chain 
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 “People are so focused on clicks, are ingrained to think about CPC and conversion rates, but we should be more 
focused on actual transactions.” 

 “Ideally, success would be gauged by actual transactions measured by credit card purchases, but no one’s quite 
been able to do that.” 

 “Everyone’s up against conversion data, but I’m not quite sure about Facebook’s conversion data.” 
 “Facebook’s last earnings indicate that mobile has been up quite significantly, so I think CPC is going up based 

on that.” 
 “The overall mobile market still needs products to sell. For companies like mortgages, it is a good lead for them. 

And it’s easier to advertise on mobile.” 
 “Mobile is still the wild west, and there will be a huge push in this space. Mobile has a lot of inventory, but 

people have to really figure out how to advertise on this successfully.” 
 “Over the next two to three quarters, I expect to see more of our budgets to allocate about 10% to 20% of 

budgets into mobile, but we definitely need to see progress first.” 
 
 

Secondary Sources 
These three secondary sources highlighted Facebook’s delicate balance of maintaining ad units and relevancy for small to 
midsize businesses while not annoying users. Also discussed was Facebook advertising being strongly geared toward large 
advertisers. 
 
 July 3 AdAge article 

Facebook’s right-rail ads may be out of favor, but they still command a large percentage of ad revenue for the company. If 
the company does away with these ads, it will need to come up with inventory for the small to midsize advertisers that 
use these units. 

 “Facebook’s announcement last month that it would cull its ad units by half begs the question of what else is on 
the chopping block. Little-used search ads have already bit the dust, but what about the right-rail ad, maligned 
for low click-through rates but still in heavy circulation?” 

 “Until early 2012, right-rail ads—once home of weight loss schemes and teeth whiteners—accounted for nearly 
all of the company’s ad revenue. Since then they’ve been virtually swept under the rug as marketers embraced 
news-feed ads, prime real estate that unlike the right-rail ads also flow onto mobile devices.” 

 “The right-rail is now largely the domain of direct response advertisers and heavy retargeters which buy them on 
the cheap out of Facebook’s exchange.” 

 “While their share is slipping as appetite for news-feed ads grows; they’ll still account for 43% of Facebook’s 
revenue in the fourth quarter, according to the projection. While most expect Facebook to do away with them 
someday, it’s not happening soon.” 

 “However, Facebook ad partner companies are seeing a dramatic shift in their business that strongly suggests 
that right-rail ads are falling out of favor with marketers—despite the fact that they’re sold at a much lower CPM, 
or cost per thousand impressions.” 

 “But the sheer volume of impressions Facebook can offer on the right rail is bound to make it a hard habit to 
break, even as it’s pitching in an increasingly small share of ad revenue.” 

 “There’s also a case to be made that right-rail ads are irreplaceable for the small and medium-sized businesses 
that Facebook has been clear about courting, in terms of both cost and ease of use, as well as in emerging 
markets where the company is trying to get a foothold in the local ad market.” 

 
 July 5 Digital Trends article 

Privacy and security leaks are at the heart of Facebook’s delicate balance with users and advertisers. The more data 
Facebook collects, the more it can target for advertisers and the more it runs the risk of scaring off users. 

 “After the recent security scare over Facebook leaking user information, a dust-up over Facebook shadow 
profiles has relaunched. A ‘shadow profile’ sounds like something a CIA operative would have—but if you’re a 
Facebook user, you have a shadow profile, whether you’re a real-life James Bond or just an accountant from Des 
Moines.” 
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 “Facebook recently announced that it fixed a bug that inadvertently revealed this hidden contact information for 
six million users. Their mea culpa was not particularly well-received, since this security breach revealed that the 
social network had been collecting this data on all of its users and compiling it into shadow profiles for years.” 

 “Although Facebook corrected the bug, it hasn’t stopped this program of accumulating extra information on 
people. And researchers looking at the numbers say the breach is actually more involved than Facebook initially 
claimed, with four pieces of data released for a user that Facebook said had one piece of data leaked.” 

 “Facebook hasn’t reassured users by saying they don’t collect this kind of data, and that’s awfully suspicious; if 
their shadow data collection was really limited to phone numbers and email addresses, [you] would think they 
would’ve explicitly said so, to ameliorate critics. What Facebook isn’t saying here versus what they are saying 
speaks volumes. The site is sorry for the bug, but not sorry for surreptitiously collecting data on you.” 

 
 May 28 Search Engine Watch article 

Large advertisers, which are mostly brand advertisers, are seeing better results 
than direct marketers and smaller businesses in advertising on Facebook. 

 “Social Media Examiner has released the 2013 Social Media Marketing 
Industry Report. Of all the questions they posed to marketers this year, 
the thing that stands out the most is not how many businesses are 
using social media, but how many aren’t actually tracking how effective 
their social media marketing actually is.” 

 “Moving onto Facebook specifically, it isn’t surprising that 92 percent 
were using Facebook as part of their social media efforts and that 49 
percent considered Facebook to be their most important social media 
platform.” 

 “But what is surprising is the fact that only 37 percent of marketers 
think their Facebook advertising is effective.” 

 “The report also reveals that larger businesses were much more likely to agree that Facebook was effective, but 
this could also be from a number of factors, such as higher brand awareness overall and targeted traffic from 
their company brand site to their Facebook page. For smaller businesses and lesser-known brands, Facebook 
marketing could definitely seem to have a lesser impact without a well-known and familiar brand behind it.” 

 
 
 

Additional research by Debra Chen 
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It isn’t surprising that 92 
percent were using Facebook 
as part of their social media 
effort. … What is surprising is 
the fact that only 37 percent of 
marketers think their Facebook 
advertising is effective. 

Engine Watch Article 
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